Sources of intrapopulation variability in causative agents of nosocomial infection.
The mechanisms of heterogeneity of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa populations of pathological foci in patients with wound, traumatic, and burns infections were studied. It has been established that populations of the mentioned species in the sources of infection (patients and carriers) are pronouncedly heterogeneous and objects in the external environment serving as factors of transmission are contaminated with a whole complex of diverse variants. The conclusion can therefore be drawn that the first source of intrapopulation variability of wound populations of microbes is the presence of varying strains and variants in the infecting dose of the causative agent. The second source consists in repeated superinfection (immigration) of pathological processes by new, usually nosocomial, strains and variants of the same species with their subsequent selection during the patients' stay in the health-service establishment. Other sources of population variability, such as mutation and recombination, are of minor importance. With respect to the obtained results it is necessary to increase the volume of the representative sample of cultures in bacteriological diagnosis of open processes, to protect them reliably from superinfection, to follow up dynamically changes in the composition of causative agents and to provide for suitable correction of chemotherapy.